
EXPERIENCE THE BLUEMONT HOTEL
It is our attention to detail that sets The Bluemont apart from other 
hotels, giving you a unique Manhattan experience. Whether it is 
our spacious hotel rooms, our delicious complimentary breakfast, 
or lobby bar nothing is overlooked. Each day, your stay includes 
a full host of in-room and facility amenities.

As a guest of Bluemont Hotel, you have the opportunity to indulge 
in one of Trip Advisor’s highest-rated hotels in Manhattan Kansas. 
We put you in the ideal location for exploring the cities most 
spectacular attractions. In fact, you'll be just steps away from 
Aggieville, Kansas State University or a wide array of museums, 
shops, and restaurants when you stay at the Bluemont.
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Booking a stay with Bluemont Hotel means checking into the home away 
from home for Wildcats. You never know who you may bump into, a favorite 
professor, former classmate, or famous alum. 

Book your stay and enjoy the Little Apple’s best complimentary breakfast, 
our indoor heated pool, 24-hour fitness center, and unmatched hospitality.

Spread out in one of our double queen or king standard rooms or book a 
stay in one of our luxurious suites with Manhattan’s premiere view Aggieville 
and University grounds in our King Executive Suite. Our rooms offer space, 
luxury and flexibility to stay productive and at ease.

Bluemont Hotel is a high-end hotel, located in the heart of Manhattan, 
Kansas. The Bluemont offers the best option for a return stay to Manhattan 
because only the Bluemont provides an authentic, local connection to the 
community.

WHY THE BLUEMONT

OUR BEST SERVICES

MANHATTAN’S BEST COMPLIMENTARY BREAKFAST 
Hotel Guests enjoy a daily breakfast that is sure to appeal the entire family.

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS AVAILABLE
The Bluemont Lounge is the perfect location to catch the game or meet 
for drinks. 

THAT ROOM SERVICE
Room Service is offered through our partners at Coco Bolo’s.

CENTRALLY LOCATED
Days and nights are better when you are connected to the pulse of 
the city. The Bluemont Hotel is steps away from both Kansas State 
University and Aggieville.

WILDCATS STAY AT THE BLUEMONT
Our unique connection to both Kansas State University and the Manhattan 
Business Community makes us the ideal place for you to truly experience 
Manhattan Kansas.

Business or Pleasure? We have both covered. 
The Bluemont is available for weddings, board meetings, 
reunions or catered social events.


